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It is in the nature of comparative studies to undertake the task not only of finding the similarities or differences between two or more cultural products, but also of constantly redefining the nature of the relationships that bind them together. It can be said that a true comparative study manages to trace a constellation, that is to say, it projects a series of hypothetical links between various elements and thus reshapes the space and orientation of the whole field. What is at stake, then, is the demarcation of the space of a series of fictional connections projected onto the sky of what are seemingly isolated elements. The result is a network of images that function as a compass to orient, in this case, the wanderings of critical thought. The collection of essays TransLatin Joyce.
Global Transmissions in Ibero-American Literature is a comparative study of literature in this sense-it
shapes and retraces the complex set of relations between James Joyce's work and the literary space of the Iberian Peninsula, Argentina, Cuba and Mexico during key moments in the twentieth century.
Beyond the basic ideas of linear influence, translation, reading or adaptation, TransLatin Joyce poses a new constellation of metaphors, images, ideas and ways of critically reinventing both Joyce's oeuvre and of the multiple ways in which it transformed the Iberian and Latin American literary panorama.
It charts the map of relationships that have led to a fruitful literary production and, more importantly, it provides an alternative set of critical tools to engrave this map.
The rationale behind the project of TransLatin Joyce is that Spanish and Portuguese writers "have transplanted, refashioned, and reinvented Joycean aesthetics within their marginal zones of cultural production in a process revolving around linguistic and critical translation" (xii) and there is much to be said about this ongoing processes "operating perpetually in the progressive tense" (xiii).
The main accomplishment of the collection is charting these previously unexplored and unimagined links between literary and cultural projects, while managing to create new critical metaphors to define the multiple forms the reinventions can take. In this sense, the essays position themselves against the background of the so-called field of "Transatlantic Studies," seeking to displace the often constraining territorial and continental metaphors. Instead of signaling that there are metropolitan centers and fixed power positions in the global landscape, the editors propose reading the Joycean displacements as if tracing energy in a nonlinear unbound cultural wave system. This opens up a kind of reading that surpasses the classical boundaries of periphery and center and also of the idea of influence or translation from a hegemonic culture towards its peripheral appropriation.
It is precisely in this kind of multidimensional critical readings where both the strength and weakness of TransLatin Joyce lies. As I will argue, to a greater or lesser extent the essays of the volume put forward arguments based on prescriptive political and literary categories that thrive under the banner of there being diverse and multiple translations and transmissions according to each case, but in general they do not take a stance regarding the fundamental categories or vocabulary being used in the analyses. In some essays, the connection and engagement of the Iberoamerican authors with
Joyce's work and figure is very aptly mapped, but there is no substantial criticism at the level of content that could lead to broader assumptions about the entire "wave system." In other essays, the analysis stays at the level of tracing the material and historical engagement with Joyce's work or the similitudes and differences in a particular aspect of the literary products and artistic trajectories. This John Pedro Schwartz's whole essay-"The Geopolitics of Modernist Impersonality: Pessoa's Notes on Joyce"-is intriguingly based on the only four lines that the Portuguese author, Fernando
Pessoa, wrote about Joyce. The passing remarks Pessoa makes about Joyce guide Schwartz in his analysis of the author's contending takes on modernism and cultural politics. One of the most significant topics within modernism that is at stake in both authors is the way in which artistic impersonality operates. In Joyce the ego is dissolved in style and languages whereas Pessoa sees this as a step towards his own heteronymic project, which would be the true culmination of prior modernist approaches. The "creation in terms of depersonalization" (40) serves a similar crosscultural and political purpose to the one Rogers described in Spain, but in this case it is an attempt to resituate both the "Portuguese and Irish margins at the Western cultural center" (27). The difference between Joyce and Pessoa's projects, nonetheless, lies in the means by which they get to the same end of aesthetics of impersonality and a geopolitical shift in culture and politics. Schwartz's careful reading and inferences from Pessoa's brief remarks illuminate the convergences and different strategies of the two parallel projects seeking to give free way to the "interconnectedness of the modern world" (50) through the impersonality of the work of art.
In Argentina, the early reception of Joyce was marked by the readings of the most important Joyce's understanding of the body as ground of his aesthetic thought. Thus, the essay draws on very subtle points of contact between Joyce and Arlt not to trace a direct line of contact, but rather to discuss the "role of a sentient corporeality in apprehending poetic and political truths" (91) in modernity. "Literature reminds us of the traps of deception upon which modernity is formed" (113) and both Joyce and Arlt conceive "synesthesia" as a strategy to reflect back to the reader a broken image of the whole. The bold yet carefully supported inferences Masiello makes denounce the paradox of a kind of modern literature that takes us from "words to the illusions of bodies" while playing with belief.
As in Argentina, in Cuba Joyce's translation was bound by a political debate. In this case, the context was the Cuban Revolution and the matter of how "works by hegemonic Anglo-European avant-garde authors such as James Joyce were to be interpreted, translated and disseminated" (121). As with any collection of essays-though the edition of this volume is carefully doneTransLatin Joyce has texts of different quality and that come from various backgrounds and disciplines. Every one of the essays in the collection seems to be reading a different Joyce or one of its multiple lines of flight through the Ibero-American cultural panorama. This multiplicity, as said before, is both a unique virtue and a critical constraint. It truly renders visible the waves through which literary networks are assembled and how texts travel and are seen through ideological, political, stylistic or historical prisms. In fact, it shows how there cannot be an "original" or "originary" work of art, but rather that there is multiplicity at the core of both literature and its criticism. The downside is the difficulty to grasp this multiplicity in a constellation of critical thought with a clear-cut line of demarcation and object. Overall, TransLatin Joyce is a valuable book due to its critical contributions to trace the map of Joycean waves in Ibero-America and one that I hope will also be part of the ongoing redefinition of comparative studies of literature today.
